
SOME RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
AT GREAT PRICES TOO!

The '69 speaker that
sounds like a million.
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d ______ BECKER 1048
The full, rich sound of a large speaker in a bookshelf
size speaker system. Ideal for a medium power stereo
system, the 104 handles up to 25 watts with ease. The
8" woofer and 3" cone tweeter use the newly de-
veloped Free-Beating cone for superbly balanced
sound.

WAS 569 NOW $35
Best speaker deal •
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Fisher i;.---:.,.:;,--- 1
We invented high fidelity:',: ,k.- -,,.

Successor to the '
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the new XP-7S with the ;•.*::•••rfy : ''''...?:::.'.
sculptured grill represents ' ''...,- t..)f,•:
one of the finest speakers
we offer. Dynamic base through
its huge 12" woofer. $
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- WAS S 170 NOW 90

Until now you had to
hear it 'live' to hear

it this good

7. 1. •0,, Rectilinear,

A low cost high performance speaker system
featuring a 10- woofer with outstanding has
response and very tronsparent nnO <lea- high
end A great buy

COME IN FOR
WAS 590 LOW WES OUOTE

Perfection in sound.
And nothing

comes close to it.
CORAL BX 1201

TOP RA
5-way 6-speaker

JAPAN'S
SPEAKER

CORAL BX•801
3-woy system
MEM
Horn tweeter
Was SB995 '59"

CORAL BX-1401CORAL 6X•1001- - -

3-way system
5-way 7-speaker

Lattice Grill 15-or Drivers

Horn tweeter Horn tweeters

Was 5119 95 $7950 Lattice Grill '199"wos 5299 95

Horn tweeters

Reversible AI MAIlattice Grill 9,49" If A/6Wos 5239 95 AAA_
• AAA/
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erial 7is an unusuall linear s stem whose efficienc
s well obove avera•e for a bookshelf model Only 1.8 watts

were required to drive it to 94 dB at 1 meter in the CBS Labs
broadband noise test. In the face of such a reading, considera-
tions of "minimum power" requirements for home use become

Marantz Imperial
Speaker Systems.

the same uncom


